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LA MATANZA, Argentina: Before the coronavirus pandemic,
Daisy Garcia used to serve meals to around 80 people at a soup
kitchen in a poor slum on the outskirts of the capital Buenos Aires.
Now she distributes meals for almost 1,000. “We never, never
imagined it would come to this,” said the 26-year-old.

Since she emigrated from Paraguay 14 years ago, Garcia has
lived in the La Matanza department, the most populous in
Buenos Aires province. Ominously, the department is named
after a massacre. Garcia’s soup kitchen, funded by charitable
donations, is located in a two-story building made of concrete
- a luxury in this area of slums, where the dirt roads are piled
high with rubbish.

“We never stop. Before we worked with 70 to 80 portions but
now the pandemic has changed everything: Between 450 and 500
at lunchtime and at night 350 to 400 portions a day. We also work
weekends,” said Garcia. “Many people need it and many voices
are asking for it. People come here from all over the place.”

Situated 20 minutes by car from the center of Buenos Aires,
La Matanza and its “misery villages”, as slums are known here,
illustrates the explosion of poverty in Argentina. Poverty levels in
the country of 45 million reached 42 percent in 2020 as the pan-
demic exacerbated three years of economic crisis. Almost half of
La Matanza’s 1.7 million population live in poverty. 

COVID-19 cases are spiraling as the country, and wider Latin
American region, reels from a second wave of the pandemic: Last
week there were 6,680 new cases in La Matanza, 1,000 more
than the previous week. In the western area of La Matanza, drug-

related crime hasn’t diminished. There’s also a lack of electricity,
water and sewers. The nearby La Matanza river floods regularly
and the slums’ streets overflow with filthy water. “We’ve been
abandoned,” complained one man.

‘They rob each other’ 
Silvana Grisel Meza wants her two-year-old son to have more

opportunities than she has had. “You don’t learn anything good
in here,” she said indicating the slum where she lives: Puerta de
Hierro. She’s talking from experience. One of her brothers was
killed in a settling of scores while another is in prison for murder.
She met her husband in a rehabilitation clinic. She’s only 20. A
housewife, her husband does odd jobs but during the pandemic
“it’s difficult to get any of those.” 

The San Petersburgo slum is one of the most violent in the area
and surrounded by police control posts. It recently saw a reduc-
tion in its violence related to drug crime, but with the pandemic
“things went back to the way they were before,” said Martin Por-
tillo, a 47-year-old resident. “As they can’t get out” due to COVID
restrictions, “they rob each other. They need to get money from
somewhere.” The pandemic has ravaged Argentina, where about
40 percent of people live off the informal sector and where infla-
tion was 36 percent in 2020. Many cannot afford to buy food.

In these neighborhoods, almost everyone uses soup kitchens.
In San Petersburgo, Silvia Rodriguez feeds her seven children
thanks to a soup kitchen. But a lack of water presents a constant
challenge. “If we don’t have water, we don’t have anything,” she

said. It’s the same in Ciudad Evita where every time Natalia Eliz-
abeth Colbet wants to wash her hands, she has to take a bucket
to the communal tap she shares with neighbors. “The truth is, it’s
a struggle,” she said. “With the pandemic, everything has become
difficult, too difficult.” —AFP

In Buenos Aires shantytowns, 
COVID sends poverty soaring

Almost everyone uses soup kitchens in slums

LA MATANZA, Argentina: Women serve food at a soup kitchen in the Puerta de
Hierro neighborhood in La Matanza municipality on April 12, 2021. —AFP

‘Abandoned’ Renault 
workers press strike 
over foundry sale
CAUDAN, France: Around 100 metalworkers blocked access for a
third day yesterday to a Renault factory in western France, demand-
ing that the government intervene to halt the site’s sale and ensure
its viability. Irate employees held managers against their will at the
foundry near Lorient on Tuesday when they launched their strike
against the sale, which Renault says is needed as it tries to boost
profits. “There hasn’t been any progress, we’re at a standstill so we’re
going to continue with the blockade,” Mael Le Goff of the CGT union
told AFP. “We are still asking for talks with the state and Renault,”
he said, since the government owns a 15 percent stake in the au-
tomaker and has extended billions of euros in financial aid during the
COVID-19 crisis.

The strikers accuse Renault of outsourcing much of its cast iron
operations to lower-cost countries such as Turkey, Portugal and
Spain, depriving the Lorient site of sufficient orders for its 350 work-
ers. The car maker “strongly condemned” the detention of seven local
managers on Tuesday morning in a so-called “boss-napping”. They
were allowed to go after almost 12 hours.

Many are hoping for a repeat of 2008 and 2009, when Renault
bought the foundry out of bankruptcy and invested millions in a
modernization drive. “We were at death’s door, but we fought and
managed to save the company,” Christophe, a 50-year-old striker
who only gave his first name, told AFP this week. —AFP

Uber adds ‘valet’ 
car rentals as it 
looks to rev rides
SAN FRANCISCO: Uber on Wednesday added valet delivery of
rental cars as part of a suite of offerings as it aims to be “one-stop-
shop” for post-pandemic venturing out or dining in. As COVID-
19 vaccines make it safer for people to move about, Uber aims to
be a hub for summoning rides, running errands, or renting vehicles. 

“Uber wants to be and is the one-stop shop for getting to
where you need to be,” Uber engineer Adib Roumani said on a
video briefing with journalists. “That’s really ultimately what we’re
after and we want to make sure that Uber speaks to all those use
cases.” Use of Uber’s food delivery service, Eats, surged during
the pandemic as people avoided going to stores or restaurants,
while its core ride-share offering stalled.

“While much of the world stood still over the last year, our team
at Uber has been reimagining how the world moves to help us re-
turn - not just to normal, but to a better normal,” Uber chief exec-
utive Dara Khosrowshahi said in a blog post. Uber has been among
the tech firms pitching in with vaccination efforts, and is seeing
some “green shoots” as more people get jabbed, according to ex-
ecutives. The San Francisco-based firm’s vision has long been to
get people using a combination of its services, for example enticing
fans of Uber Eats to tap the app for rides or rentals. Uber is making
it possible for people taking shared rides to order items for pick-
up from shops in route, or have deliveries waiting for them when
they get home.

A “valet” option added to Uber’s car rental feature available in

the United States will let people use the app to book vehicles from
Avis, with more partners to be added. “Your rental car will be
brought to your doorstep so you can hit the road sooner,” Khos-
rowshahi said. “And when you’re done, a driver will meet you to
take the car back.”

Uber Rent with Valet launched in Washington, DC, and was to
be gradually expanded to other US cities. “If I was Hertz, I would
be worried about his,” analyst Rob Enderle of Enderle Group said
of an Uber alliance with Avis. “Merged those two companies would
create a fairly powerful contender in the rental space.”

Avis, Budget, and Hertz were already among companies taking
part in an Uber feature that lets people rent cars for pickup. Uber
combining its services smoothly in a single smartphone app could
be win and keep users, provided the experience is a good one for
users, Enderle reasoned. “The idea is excellent,” the analyst said.
“But, it’s going to depend on the execution and Uber’s execution
has been anything but even.” —AFP


